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PREFACE 
 

You may be wondering if this is just another run-of-the-mill marketing and sales 

work. We can assure you it’s not! 

To understand why we wrote it, it helps to know where we’ve been.  

After over 30 years of consulting to major national and international companies 

on their marketing challenges, and bringing home for them over $4.5 billion in 

sales, along with literally hundreds of awards, we found our focus turning 

gradually toward the challenges of smaller businesses.  

No, they didn’t have the budgets we loved working with!  But with smaller firms 

we knew we had the chance of making a material difference – in the future of the 

owner, the employees and yes, in the quality of products and services provided to 

the customers.  

Now we are working primarily on programs for small-to-medium sized firms . . . 

the “SMB” marketplace.  

Given this emphasis, working with local law firms that serve as key 

resources to the middle market is a natural priority. But, marketing for 

professionals service firms requires a more sophisticated and subtle approach. 

As an independent attorney firm you face some distinct marketing challenges – 

not just because of developments in the industry, but because of the nature of 

what it means to be an attorney.  

We’re referring here to your personality traits, your professional 

skills and expectations, your specialized training, and the likely lack 

of marketing preparation in your formal education.  

Through our clients, as a result of our own business needs, and even within our 

own families, we’ve met many attorneys eager to take on building and managing 

their own businesses.  
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These attorney friends have been strong. Opinionated. Capable. And most were 

totally unaware of the marketing obstacles they were likely to confront – starting 

with those that we identify here in Chapter One! 

We wrote this book to help attorneys get around or over those obstacles so they 

can get on with doing more of the important work they have trained to do. It’s as 

simple as that! 

Joseph Krueger & Virginia Nicols 

 

About the Business Marketing Series 

When we sat down a year ago to write The Marketing Machine® for Professional 

Services we envisioned it as a general guide to businesses serving the Small-to-

Medium-sized Business (SMB) community. The book features advertising, 

marketing and sales strategies and techniques that we have employed over the 

years with considerable success – and ROI --for major as well as boutique 

organizations.  

In large part, those successes, and the examples in the book, come from the world 

of Direct Marketing. 

As we were writing, it became clear that we had more information and examples 

to share that applied to specific professions or industries. We were 

frustrated that we couldn’t include them all!  

 

Thus the first book became the impetus for an 

entire series. As of this 2019 update, we now 

have three basic volumes, accompanied in each 

case with a workbook. (Reading is one way to 

learn. Writing adds a whole other perspective!) 

While each book focuses on a specific profession 

or industry, there are many similarities between 

basic concepts and recommendations. As a 

result, you may see some selective and 

purposeful duplication of material from one 

book to another. After all, marketing and sales 
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basics are precisely that – basics that apply across the board. 

But in each volume, many of our personal comments, our cautions and 

even whole discussions of “marketing psychology” come from 

experience we’ve had with your specific profession.  

We trust you will recognize those specifics. And we hope you’ll be able to turn 

them to personal advantage as you build your own successful business. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
This is a book about marketing your professional practice. We hope you’ve 

already read a number of such books, because marketing is essential to the 

growth of your firm.  

So what can you expect from this book? 

First, be warned that The Marketing Machine® for Small Business Attorneys is 

not an all-encompassing book on marketing and selling.  

We were tempted to create a more thorough work, but came to the conclusion 

that too much detail for too diverse an audience would run the risk of misleading 

some readers – and put some to sleep!  

We decided to concentrate exclusively on marketing for Professional 

Attorneys and Legal Firms that serve small-to-medium size 

businesses (SMBs).  

While some of them may work with individual owners and executives of client 

companies, we are completely focused on strategies, tactics and programs that 

target businesses as clients. 

We’ve also narrowed the focus of this book because the reality today is that thick 

volumes simply don’t get read by busy people.  

Our target audience is mostly working professionals who can benefit by 

abandoning activities that don’t work. They are looking to find and employ 

marketing efforts that they are comfortable with. They also want their marketing 

to honestly reflect and enhance their skillset. 

Moreover, we chose the legal and accounting professions (companion title: The 

Marketing Machine® for Small Business Accountants) for specific reasons. 
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 To begin with, legal and accounting services are critical to the success of SMBs 

but both are typically underutilized and misunderstood by entrepreneurs and 

small business executives. 

 The attraction of the legal profession and the training law schools provide 

typically produces strong-minded individuals who are confident in their 

knowledge and authority, but lacking in any solid sales and marketing 

background or training.  

 In their interactions with their SMB prospects we often have a clash of 

“authority” between two strong-willed, personally assured individuals, neither 

of whom has any real depth of marketing knowledge or expertise. 

These factors often give rise to misplaced confidence in advertising and sales 

“schemes,” which waste money, fail to produce the desired outcome, and 

discourage additional efforts. 

It is our sincere hope that this book contributes to changing the marketing 

dynamic for our professional readers. In addition to the Workbook, you will find 

valuable resources in the Appendix, and at our website, 

AttorneysMarketingMachine.com. 
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You’ve reached the end of this preview. These introductory pages should give you 

a good understanding of what drives our approach to marketing for professionals 

– a no-nonsense, disciplined focus on what will work for your practice, given 

your personal strengths and ambitions.  

Click here to get your copy of the book now at Amazon. Check out the companion 

WORKBOOK, too. 

 

https://amzn.to/2sHBX0W

